In this paper, a ''third generation'' benchmark problem that focuses on the control of wind excited response of a tall building, using the Model Predictive Control ͑MPC͒ scheme, is presented. A 76 story, 306 m tall concrete office tower proposed for the city of Melbourne, Australia, is being used to demonstrate the effectiveness of MPC. The MPC scheme is based on an explicit use of a prediction model of the system response to obtain the control actions by minimizing an objective function. Optimization objectives in MPC include minimization of the difference between the predicted and desired response trajectories, and the control effort subjected to prescribed constraints. By incorporating input/output hard constraints, the MPC scheme provides an optimal control force that satisfies the prescribed constraints.
Introduction
The field of structural control is becoming increasingly important in civil engineering as we continue to build tall and long span structures that are sensitive to wind and earthquake excitations. In the past decade, a number of control design schemes and control devices have been proposed and some have been actually implemented in buildings and bridges to control their motions ͑e.g., Soong 1990; Houser et al. 1997; Kareem et al. 1999͒ . However, it is very difficult to evaluate their relative effectiveness because each represents a different structure with a different control device and design criterion. In 1995, the ASCE Committee on Structural Control initiated a benchmark study in structural control. The benchmark study proposed evaluating the performance of different control strategies and devices with the prescribed design objectives. The first generation benchmark study involved a scaled model of a three-story building subjected to ground motion, which was controlled by employing an active mass driver and an active tendon. In 1998, the ''second generation'' benchmark studies were developed at the Second World Conference of Structural Control. One of these related to an earthquake excited building by Spencer et al. ͑1998͒ , the other concerned a windexcited building ͑Yang et al. 1998͒. Additional research led to some modifications related to these benchmark problems and were launched as ''third generation'' benchmark problems. One of these is an earthquake-excited nonlinear building ͑Ohtori et al. 2004͒ and the other is a wind-excited tall building ͑Yang et al.
2000͒.
This paper investigates the ''third generation'' benchmark problem concerning wind-excited response of a tall building using the model predictive control ͑MPC͒ scheme. MPC belongs to a class of algorithms that compute a sequence of manipulated variable adjustment in order to optimize the future behavior of a plant. A system model is used to predict the open-loop future behavior of the system over a finite time horizon from present states. The predicted behavior is then used to find a finite sequence of control actions which minimize a particular performance index within pre-specified constraints.
The MPC scheme has been commonly used for the control of chemical processes, and applications to automotive and aerospace industries ͑Ricker 1990; Morari et al. 1994; Qin and Badgwell 1996; Camacho and Bordons 1999͒. Researchers Rodellar et al. ͑1987͒ and Lopez-Almansa et al. ͑1994a ,b͒ applied a special case of MPC which is a predictive control scheme in civil engineering studies. In their approach the objective function was expressed in terms of the predicted trajectory and control force for one time step only. This may result in control force equal to zero, which is not a viable control design. This problem does not exist in the MPC scheme which is the focus of this study, since the objective function is expressed in terms of the predicted trajectory and control force over the prediction horizon. Recent applications of MPC to the control of civil engineering structures have been demonstrated in Mei et al. ͑1998, 2001 The MPC scheme is based on an explicit use of a prediction model of the system response to obtain the control actions by minimizing an objective function. Optimization objectives include minimization of the difference between the predicted and reference response, and the control effort subjected to prescribed constraints. The effectiveness of MPC is demonstrated to be equivalent to the optimal control ͑Mei et al. 2001͒ . It displays its main strength in its computational expediency, real-time applications, intrinsic compensation for time delays, treatment of constraints, and potential for future extensions of the methodology. In this version of the benchmark problem, the wind loading time history was obtained from a wind tunnel study in Sydney University, Australia to facilitate the time domain analysis. A reduced order model of the 76-story building is controlled by MPC using an active tuned mass damper ͑ATMD͒. The MPC provides an alternative control scheme, e.g., linear quadratic Gaussian ͑LQG͒, with the added attractive feature that permits handling of prescribed constraints concerning the actuator and building response level at a given height ͑Mei et al. 2000͒ . Two cases of handling the constraints are considered here. The first case involves the MPC in which the prescribed physical constraints in the objective function are not considered. Rather, the constraints are satisfied by choosing appropriate weighting matrices. The second case concerns the MPC scheme in which the physical constraints are introduced in the objective function and an optimal solution is sought in the constrained space. Accordingly, the inequality constraints on the maximum control force and mass damper displacement are included in the optimization of the objective function. At each time step, MPC reduces to an optimization problem subjected to inequality constraints. A quadratic programming algorithm is used to obtain the optimal control force. Based on this scheme, the control force and mass damper displacement reside within the prescribed constrained space.
Problem Description
The benchmark problem in Yang et al. ͑2000͒ involves a 76-story, 306-m tall office tower subjected to along-wind or across-wind loads. The building motion is controlled by an active tuned mass damper ͑ATMD͒ installed on the top floor. An evaluation model with 48 states was obtained through a model reduction scheme. ͔, iϭ6, 10, 13, 16, 20, 23, 26, 30, 33, 36, 40, 43, 46, 50, 53, 56, 60, 63, 66, 70, 73, 76 In the benchmark problem, the wind force data acting on the benchmark building were determined from wind tunnel tests. Twelve evaluation criteria for the time domain response analysis have been defined in terms of the RMS and the peak response values of the 76-story building. The actuator capacity constraints include the following: the maximum control force max͉u(t)͉ р300 KN and the maximum stroke max͉x m (t)͉р95 cm. Ten design requirements for ATMD are imposed on the proposed control design. Additional details are available in Yang et al. ͑2000͒.
Model Predictive Control Scheme
The MPC scheme is based on an explicit use of a prediction model of the system response to obtain control actions by minimizing an objective function. The optimization objectives include minimization of the difference between the predicted and desired response and the control effort subject to prescribed constraints such as limits on the magnitude of the control force. In the MPC scheme, first a reference response trajectory y r (k) is specified. The reference trajectory is the desired target trajectory of the structural response. This is followed by an appropriate prediction model which is then used to estimate the future building response y(k). The prediction is made over a preestablished extended time horizon using the current time as the prediction origin. For a discrete time model, this means predicting ŷ (kϩ1), ŷ (k ϩ2),...,ŷ (kϩi) for i sample times in the future. This prediction is based on the past control inputs u(k), u(kϪ1),...,u(kϪ j) and on the sequence of future control efforts determined using the prediction model that are needed to satisfy a prescribed optimization objective. The control signals that were determined using the prediction model are then applied to the structure, and the actual structural system output y(k) is found. Finally, the actual measurement y(k) is compared to the model prediction ŷ (k) and the In the general formulation of the model predictive control, the discrete-time state-space equations of the system are used to estimate the future states of the system
where x (kϩ1͉k)ϭestimator of the states at a future time step k ϩ1 based on the information available at k and ẑ (k͉kϪ1)ϭpredicted controlled output vector and is used in the objective funciton. ŷ (k͉kϪ1)ϭstructural system output estimator at time step k based on the information at time step kϪ1; ⌫ e ϭKalman-Bucy estimator gain matrix; and ê (k͉k)ϭestimated error: ê (k͉k)ϭy(k)Ϫŷ (k͉kϪ1). If C y ϭI and D y ϭ0, state feedback is used as shown in Fig. 2 . The structural system output predicted at the kth step and the subsequent time steps kϩ j, jϭ1,...,p can be expressed as a function of x (k͉kϪ1) and control vector u(k)ϭ͓û
where
pϭprediction horizon; and ϭcontrol horizon and is not greater than p.
The objective function is chosen as
where ⌿ r (k)ϭ͓z r T (kϩ1͉k)¯z r T (kϩp͉k)͔ T ϭreference output which is chosen as a zero vector here.
Model Predictive Control with No Constraints
By minimizing the objective function, the control force for the MPC with no constraints case can be explicitly written as
in which H, Q , R , Y z , and Y e are defined as
Model Predictive Control with Constraints
For the MPC with constraints case, the objective function is expressed as
which is subjected to the following linear inequality constraints:
The preceding problem is solved utilizing a quadratic programming algorithm. Introducing v(k)ϭu(k)Ϫu min (k), the optimization problem can be written as a standard quadratic programming problem as
which is subjected to the generalized inequality constraints
where 
This problem can be solved as a standard quadratic programming problem using MATLAB ͑The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Mass., 1998͒. The optimal solution is obtained in the constrained space. In order to accomplish this, the quadratic problem involving an active set strategy is utilized. A feasible solution is first obtained by solving a linear programming problem and then it is used as an initial point for the iterative solution involved in the quadratic programming problem. Then an iterative sequence of feasible points that converge to the desired solution are generated. The optimal point obtained in this manner is the optimal predictive control force in the constrained space which maximizes the objective function.
Results and Discussion
In this study, accelerometers are placed on the top two floors and on the ATMD. An acceleration feedback based MPC scheme is used here ͑Mei et al. 2002͒. The Kalman-Bucy filter is used to estimate the state of the system from the measurement. The feedback gain of the observer is obtained from
where P matrixϭsolution of the Riccati equation which is unique, symmetric, and positive definite
and
and R v Ͼ0. W and v are assumed to be independent. The estimated state of the system is then used in the controller design as shown in Fig. 3 .
In the following examples, the MPC based controllers are designed for the 76-story building with designed stiffness, which is referred to as a nominal building. Furthermore, to show the robustness of the controller, the uncertainty of building stiffness is considered. The controller obtained for the nominal building is applied to buildings with Ϯ15% variations in stiffness matrix. The peak and RMS response quantities and evaluation criteria for these three buildings are presented and compared to the LQG control design.
Nominal Building
First the nominal building with designed stiffness is studied using the MPC scheme without consideration of the hard constraints. The limits on the control force and displacement of ATMD are satisfied by adjusting weighting matrices Q and R. Here the weighting matrix Q is same as the one used in Yang et al. ͑2000͒, the weight R on control force is chosen as 55, and the prediction Following the unconstrained case, the controlled response is evaluated using constrained MPC. The weight R on control force is chosen as 50 so that the maximum control force is 128 kN if not constrained. The range of the control force is chosen as ͓Ϫ118 kN,ϩ118 kN͔ in this example. The constraint on the output is the limit on the ATMD displacement, which requires the maximum displacement to be 95 cm. The maximum control force reaches the constraint ͑118 kN͒ and an optimal solution within the boundary is obtained from the constrained MPC scheme. The results for MPC 2 ͑with constraints͒ are shown in Tables 1, 2 , and 3. Under MPC 2 scheme the criteria J 1 to J 4 , and J 7 to J 10 are smaller, which means better response reduction, while J 5 , J 6 , J 11 , and J 12 are larger, which implies larger AMD stroke and more control power. This leads to more response reduction than the MPC 1 and LQG schemes while the peak control force remains 118 kN as prescribed.
Buildings with Á15% of Original Stiffness
To show the robustness of the controller, the uncertainty of building stiffness is taken into consideration. In addition to the ''nominal building,'' two additional buildings are taken into account. One case is with a ϩ15% higher stiffness of the building and the other with a Ϫ15% lower stiffness, which are referred to as the ϩ15% building and the Ϫ15% building, respectively, in the benchmark problem. The stiffness matrices for the two buildings are obtained by multiplying each element of the stiffness matrix of the nominal building by 1.15 and 0.85, respectively. The controller designed previously for the nominal building is applied to the Ϯ15% buildings. The performance criteria of the Ϯ15% buildings are presented in Table 4 . The peak and the RMS values of displacement and acceleration of the two buildings are listed in Tables 5 and 6. As noted from these tables, MPC 1 and MPC 2 designed for the nominal building result in reducing the response of the Ϯ15% buildings. As observed from the results of Tables 5 and 6 , like the LQG case, the acceleration response quantities are robust for the MPC schemes. In comparison with the nominal structure, the displacement of the 75th floor, stroke, active control force, and control power for the Ϫ15% building under MPC 1 increase by about 24. 2, 12.8, 16.4, and 19 .9%, respectively. Under MPC 2 , they increase by 24.7, 14.0, 16.8, and 18 .8%, respectively. For the ϩ15% building, The displacement, stroke, active control force, and control power in comparison with the nominal building are reduced by 16.6, 16.7, 6.2, and 18 .6% by MPC 1 , respectively. Using MPC 2 , the reductions are 16.1, 17.4, 8.4 , and 21.2%, respectively. For the MPC 2 scheme, the maximum absolute control force is always limited to be less than 118 kN for both the ϩ15% and the Ϫ15% buildings. With a lager control power, the response reduction is better than those of MPC 1 and LQG. The RMS value of the ATMD displacement and the peak value of ATMD displacement both remain within the prescribed limits.
Figs. 4 and 5 compare the changes in the displacement of the 75th floor, actuator stroke, control force, and control power under LQG, MPC 1 , and MPC 2 schemes when the structural stiffness has variations of Ϯ15%. Compared to the LQG scheme, for the Ϯ15% buildings, the displacement of 75th floor under MPC schemes is a little more sensitive to the stiffness uncertainty than that under the LQG scheme. However, the required actuator capacity ͑stroke, control force, and control power͒ under MPC schemes is much less sensitive to the stiffness uncertainty than those under the LQG scheme ͑Yang et al. 2000͒. These trends demonstrate that the MPC schemes are more robust to the uncertainty in the structural stiffness.
To sum up, from the numerical examples, MPC exhibits effectiveness similar to the LQG method. The Ϯ15% changes in the stiffness of the building does notably affect the controller performance. MPC based schemes show more robustness in the event of uncertainty in the structural model. The MPC scheme can also address control under constraints more effectively. Simulations show that for the ATMD, MPC with constraints can restrict the control force within the prescribed limits and generate optimal control force at each time step. The damper displacement is also limited within the required range.
The most appealing feature of MPC for practical applications concerns its ability to explicitly account for constraints in the controller design. When constraints are not present, MPC is simply a linear quadratic regulator problem which has computational effort that varies linearly with the predicted horizon p. When constraints are included, different algorithms lead to different computational effort. In this paper, an active set algorithm was used which has a computational cost that varies as a cube of the prediction horizon. Improved algorithms can be explored, such as interior-point methods, which could help to reduce the computational effort to a level that is just above the one linearly related to the prediction horizon ͑Rao et al. 1998͒. Also with advances in high speed processors, the computational effort involving MPC would scale down rapidly and the benefits of MPC would become more apparent. Above all, the MPC scheme can accommodate practical civil engineering problems and provides a more effective means of handling physical constraints. Additional studies in MPC would increase its familiarity to the structural control com- munity and help to expedite its applications to structural engineering.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the model predictive control scheme was employed to reduce structural response of the benchmark problem under wind excitation with the input/output inequality constraints imposed on the structure and the control device. At each time step, MPC reduced to an optimal problem subjected to prescribed constraints on the input and output. This resulted in a quadratic programming problem with inequality constraints. Numerical studies of the nominal building demonstrated the effectiveness of the MPC scheme with or without the consideration of constraints. Two buildings with Ϯ15% stiffness uncertainty highlighted the robustness of the MPC based schemes. The constraints for the control actuator were satisfied in both buildings with uncertain characteristics. The results demonstrated the effectiveness and robustness of the MPC based schemes for the benchmark study and the potential for applications to civil engineering structures. 
